
 
All Integrated Point of Sale Software is Not the Same 

 
Point of Sale software comes in many different shapes and sizes starting with basic 
registers that do little more than ring up numbers manually typed in and store the 
cash. Then there are the more sophisticated systems that include complete 
computers and peripherals.  
 
The basis for a successful business is making a profit.  How is that done?  Essentially 
through selling an item (or service) at a higher price than the cost to produce (or 
deliver).  This is very elementary. 
 
Equally as rudimentary to a successful business is the accounting and its vital role in 
the development of that business.  Any successful business that has a point of sale 
likely has the need for back office financial accounting, some kind of inventory 
management, and payroll.  While integration of each of these systems is attainable, 
valuable and important—the level of that integration can vary widely. 
 
But what does integration as it applies to accounting and/or point of sale software 
really mean?  It’s no secret the term “integration” has certainly become one of those 
overused buzz words used in marketing and advertising.  However most buzz words 
tend to have a rationale for their existence.  Without rooting out the source and first 
use of the term—integration as it relates to accounting software means there’s no 
need to enter the same information twice.   This alone is often touted as the greatest 
advantage of an integrated system.  Yet the question remains, is this truly an 
integrated system? There is much more to consider and much more to be gained 
with point of sale software that fully integrates with your inventory management and 
back office accounting. 
 
 
Tight Integration 
 
In a fully integrated accounting system, information in the modules smoothly flows 
from one to the other. Information and reports are in real time and reflect even the 
most recent transactions. For example when inventory is received and entered into 
the system, it instantly moves the information and allows it to be visible at the 
register immediately because it has seamlessly flowed from one module (inventory) 
to another (POS) through the system.   
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Ultimately your inventory and inventory management is something that you are 
storing and requires management with the intention of selling to your customer. If 
these two systems are not fully integrated this creates a time lag. Even with an 
“automated link,” or “synching,” of the two systems there is still a delay before the 
data visible at the register equals the quantities in inventory.  
 
With truly integrated inventory management at the point of sale you can see in real 
time what stock you have on-hand, what is on back order, on layaway and any 
vendor information you might need.  This real-time information provides you with a 
level of efficiency you might not have had before. 
 
Now let’s take this another step farther and illustrate how a tightly-integrated POS 
system with back-office accounting affects your business by showing you 3 different 
perspectives – the manager, the purchaser/buyer and the sales clerk. 
 
 
The Manager: 
With a truly-integrated system the manager can get an instant snapshot of sales 
numbers and an immediate overview of sales trends.  This is done by accessing the 
system and viewing stock levels and register information at any time. 

Fig. 1. Manager might pull an Inventory Monthly Movement Report at the end of a 
month to see where Inventory levels are and how product is moving. 
 
Since sales and inventory are all tracked in the same software system, it is very easy 
for a manager to view information from any other module such as General Ledger, 
Accounts Payable, or Accounts Receivable to get a view of the entire business once it 
has been posted and batched. Or they can run reports reflecting real-time 
information such as quick stock lists, a master stock list, an under stock report, a 
promotional report, and any other type of report that is necessary at the time.  Even 
a system that is set up to periodically synch 2 different programs (i.e. inventory and 
that day’s sales transactions) without requiring any additional input would not have 
this advantage. 
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Fig. 2.  Invoices are created through Order Entry. Information on the invoice is immediately 
reflected in the Inventory Monthly Movement Report as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
The Purchaser: 
The purchaser is interested in managing the stock levels and keeping business 
operations as efficient as possible. A truly-integrated system immediately displays 
any received items and makes them available for sale at the register literally as soon 
as they’re entered into the system. 

Fig. 3. Once inventory is received, purchaser enters quantity into Purchase Order. 
This is reflected in Fig. 1 Inventory Monthly Movement Report as well. 
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In addition by seeing sales volumes in real time, the purchaser can easily adjust 
purchasing decisions as a day progresses and doesn’t need to wait until daily sales 
are rung up, or call someone else to get this information since they can easily see it 
in the same system at any time.  Again the purchaser can view real-time reports 
such as stock on hand, on order and back order reports, etc. to get the information 
needed to make decisions based on fact, not feeling. 

Fig. 4. When inventory is received, purchaser would enter any stock quantity 
adjustments that might be needed. Here we show 2 items that were adjusted. This is 
also reflected in the Inventory Monthly Movement Report as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
For any business that needs to manage inventory over multiple locations, 
departments, or just between a warehouse and a store, having an integrated system 
makes it possible to fine tune inventory purchases, again, based on what is selling as 
a day progresses. 
 
 
The Clerk: 
With a true and seamless integrated point of sale, a clerk can see exactly what items 
are in inventory the moment a customer asks about a product through the 
“inventory lookup” screen. This real-time view should even reflect sales made by 
another register moments before looking at the inventory levels because once a 
transaction is recorded, the information seamlessly flows through the system.  In 
addition this information can be tailored to the needs and processes of any business 
with flexible and powerful security and setup options.  
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Fig. 5. Right at the register, salesclerks can “lookup” available inventory. Refer to 
Fig. 1—available quantity can be seen as the “ending quantity” for period 18, and the 
“beginning quantity” for period 19. 
 
What the clerk can see or do can be customized extensively for your business’ needs.  
For a business that tracks customers, integration makes it possible for clerks to view 
customer data, record payments to a customer account, or pull items from the 
customer’s history to create a new sale along with many other functions—all without 
leaving the sales entry screen. 
 

 

Building on Customer Relationships 
 
Doing business has become increasingly competitive because of big-box stores, the 
internet and an overall larger global market.  Because of this, making your business 
customer and service friendly is more important than ever.  Having an accounts 
receivable module integrated into your point of sale and inventory management 
opens up all kinds of possibilities for improving customer relationship management. 
 
Some businesses may serve different customers that require a different pricing 
structure based on wholesale or retail or some other unique contractual agreement. 
By having tight integration with inventory, accounts receivable and point of sale, this 
becomes a snap. Various pricing structures can be set up for each customer type 
allowing the pricing to flow through to the point of sale and the clerk doesn’t need to 
know a thing about it! They can just enter the customer, enter the item or service, 
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and the software will provide the correct pricing, taxation, or tracking you desire. 
Can your current software program(s) do this immediately? 
 
In addition an integrated point of sale makes it easy for the clerk to quickly review 
the customer’s entire history and provide better service when a customer might ask 
questions about past purchases.  
 
Another way in which to build customer loyalty is the ability to track business by 
customer groups or types. A truly integrated point of sale and inventory make it easy 
to set up and track customer groups and see who’s purchasing what. In addition, a 
number of user-defined fields make it possible to track unique information that is 
relevant to you and your customers. With this information you can better target your 
entire business to meet the needs of your customers. As transactions are made at 
the point of sale in an integrated system, the customer’s profile is selected and 
connections are made throughout the system that allow in-depth reporting, analysis, 
and management making it possible to take customer relationship management to a 
new level. 
 
 
Pricing 
 
The ability to streamline pricing is an often overlooked feature of fully integrated 
point of sale, inventory, and accounts payable modules. One of the most immediate 
benefits is that any margin-type pricing can be configured to update automatically. 
Through LIFO, FIFO, and weighted average inventory methods this can simplify the 
process and ensure items are sold at the correct price.  
 
When you receive new items in an integrated system you don’t need to then update 
the pricing at the register. Since the register and the back office are integrated the 
software will automatically adjust (depending on your set up) and the pricing that 
rings up at the register automatically reflects the change.  
 
In addition to the immediate automation, a manager can incorporate sales, contract 
pricing, and other pricing methods all from the back office. With an integrated 
system these changes flow seamlessly through to the point of sale. By taking the 
clerk out of the loop, the training and the possibility of error is also greatly reduced. 
This functionality makes it possible to adjust pricing at a moments notice.  
 
On the back end of a deeply-integrated system there is more detailed tracking 
through the Chart of Accounts and the General Ledger. A company can break down 
sales to virtually any level of detail desired to track sales by posting information to 
various accounts. Without a tightly-integrated system it may be impossible to post 
sales with this level of detail.  
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Taking Advantage of an Integrated Point of Sale 
 
Now that we’ve touched on some of the benefits of having a point of sale that truly 
integrates to your inventory, accounts receivable and other financial modules you 
may be wondering how to take advantage of this functionality. The key is to ask 
detailed questions as you research your options and be wary of descriptions of 
integration with the sales entry portions of a system, your inventory and back office 
software systems. The integration described can mean broadly different things and 
avoiding the task of “re-keying” data is really only scratching the surface.  
 
Ask questions such as: 
 

1. Whether or not a clerk can see the true inventory totals throughout the day 
or only the status since the last update?  

2. Can you set up pricing in the back office once and have the point of sale 
reflect it automatically?  

3. Can you connect your accounts payable to the point of sale and view 
customer information and sales history without leaving the sales entry 
screen?  

4. Are each of the modules (for example – back office accounting, payroll and 
inventory management) from the same software company – or are they each 
different?  For example POS from one software program, back office 
accounting from another software company, and payroll yet from another 
software program. 

5. Must the information garnered from one module be exported or imported into 
another?  

6. How quickly can you receive the information or up-to-date reports?  
Immediately, or after you export/import data from one program to another, 
or after the data synchs up from one module to another (through a preset 
time), etc. 

 
And finally, take a close look at the flexibility of the software and point of sale 
systems you are purchasing. Many systems may be powerful but you may find out 
that you can’t set it up to the level of detail you really want or need.  

 
The point of sale is what determines whether you can make it or break it. If prices 
aren’t set right, you don’t have the stock on hand, or look up a customer’s history 
means that you can’t react swiftly, you will be at a disadvantage.  What you need is 
a truly integrated POS and back office accounting solution.  Otherwise you could be 
missing out on the potential advantages you could have over your competitors.  
 
 
About us 
 
Cougar Mountain Software has remained a leading developer of truly integrated 
accounting, point-of-sale, and nonprofit accounting software for 25 years.  We’re 
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entirely based in Boise, Idaho, and for the last quarter century we’ve served 
thousands of small- to mid-sized businesses across the country. 
 
In 1982 Bob Gossett, CEO and founder, established Cougar Mountain Software to 
meet the demands of growing businesses that required solid accounting and point of 
sale software.  Suddenly managers and business owners were no longer confined to 
making important financial decisions based on outdated information.  He felt it was 
important to develop a business that acts as an ally to customers and business 
partners by providing them with the insight and information needed to help their 
businesses operate more efficiently. 
 
But we’re not all about software development. Cougar Mountain prides itself on the 
service and support we offer our customers. From first contact we do our best to 
make sure the software is the right fit for your business. And if a purchase is made 
we do everything we can to help them with the installation (we have a staff that 
travels across the U.S. providing on-site installation), training (we offer classes at 
our Boise headquarters or on-site), and are available if problems arise (our phone-
support staff is on location as well).  
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